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Although bibliometric approach has been frequently
utilized to analyse reasons behind non-citation and
show relations between uncitedness and impact
factors, the survey-based structural equation model
approach is not usually used. Therefore, a Likert scale
questionnaire was designed to collect data on noncitation and its various types of determinants. The
survey-based structural equation model was used to
analyse mutual relations and correlation degrees between non-citation rate and its various determinants.
As a result, the categories ‘academic status of journal’
and ‘personal features of papers’ were found to be
two extremely significant determinants of non-citation
rate. Their path coefficients reached 0.83 and 0.43
respectively. Accordingly, the category ‘contents and
topics of papers’ was shown to have extremely significant indirect influence on non-citation rate through
‘academic status of journal’. The three observed
variables of ‘academic status of journal’ including
‘public praise of journal’, ‘impact factor of journal’,
and ‘member of SCI, EI and Scopus Journals’,
showed the highest values of indirect effect on the
non-citation rate. Furthermore, there were weaker
correlations among ‘academic status of journal’, ‘personal features of papers’, ‘contents and topics of
papers’ and ‘publicity and recommendation’ except
between ‘contents and topics of papers’ and ‘academic
status of journal’. Meanwhile, the six observed
variables of ‘publicity and recommendation’ and ‘contents and topics of papers’ show the smaller values at
0.12 of indirect effect on non-citation rate. Our empirical results suggest some significant determinants
of non-citation rate that might enlighten researchers
on how to improve the chance of having their works
cited, and assist them in expanding their research
impact. These findings can also help journal editors to
identify contributions with high-citation potential.
Keywords: Determinants, impact factor, influencing
factors, non-citation, questionnaire, structural equation
model, uncitedness.
THE ‘non-citation rate (NCR)’ refers to the proportion of
articles that do not receive a single citation within a given
timeframe following their publication. This is a common
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phenomenon in science publication domain. The future
citation analysis and research indicators should take
uncitable articles into account1. Empirical analysis results
on factors influencing uncitedness may help such entities
as researchers, universities, countries, editorial staff of
journals, and administrators of institutes to identify
contributions that have high-citation potential. These
results may also help academic organizations increase the
chance of having papers cited and lower the percentage of
uncited papers, thus raising their performance in impact
assessments and overall research quality.
Studies on uncitedness from the Web of Science,
Google Scholar and Scopus database can be mainly classified into two categories – bibliometric analysis and
survey-based analysis. Bibliometric analysis has been
frequently utilized to reveal reasons or determinants of
uncitedness. Although survey-based analysis has not been
widely used, it can be an important complementary method
to reveal various determinants causing uncitedness, especially those that are hard to be quantified and revealed
through bibliometric analysis. That means, survey-based
analysis results from subjective perceptions of small group
can also provide complementary and mutually verified evidence for objective results from bibliometric analysis.
In the present article, a survey-based approach was
applied to analyse the mutual relationships between noncitation rate (NCR) and its various determinants. We first
take NCR as a cognitive concept, not the concrete value,
and design a Likert scale questionnaire considering NCR
and its various types of determinants. A survey-based
structural equation model (SEM) was then employed to
verify and reveal the mutual relations and correlation
degrees between the uncitedness factor and its various
types of determinants including the related factors
presented by various authors2–11, such as journal impact
factor, accessibility and internationality of journal, quality
and type of publication, topic and length of publication,
number and reputation of authors, and other determinants
that are hard to be quantified.

Literature review
Quite some time ago, the reasons behind the phenomenon
of non-citation were explained. Garfield2 considered that
non-citation of papers may occur due to their mediocre,
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low-quality, low-impact source journal, and further
argued that such papers may be unintelligible, irrelevant,
or valuable yet undiscovered or forgotten Years later,
Garfield3 further listed a series of possible reasons leading to non-citation of articles, such as language, type of
publication, being ‘premature,’ delayed recognition, bibliographic plagiarism, or other variations of misconduct.
However, these descriptions on reasons for non-citation
were seldom supported by empirical studies.
Fortunately, after many years, a series of bibliometric
studies that focused on influencing factors of non-citation
were reported12–16 which revealed a decreasing or negative S-shaped relationship between impact factor and
uncitedness factor. Similar studies17–19 also pointed journal impact factor as the most important determinant of future citation impact for articles. Accordingly, a positive
correlation between h-index and the number of uncited
papers was verified on a sample of 75 top researchers
from different fields20.
Further, the most important determinant of citation
score of paper – top-author – was identified4 from its
influencing variations including top-author’s number of
references, language, journal category and journal influence through multiple regression analysis. The quality
and impact of publications were reported21 to have an influence on their citation through analysing different citation patterns of publications. A comparison for several
variables – average number of pages, references and
authors – between cited and uncited papers was made 22,
and their influence on the citation of papers was studied.
A bibliometric analysis found23 the length of a paper to
greatly influence its citeability. Another meaningful and
comprehensive study utilized a zero-inflated negative
binomial regression model and negative binomial-logit
hurdle model on the data set from Web of Science to verify a series of determinants of citation counts of articles,
covering the journal impact factor, the impact of references, the internationality of authors, journals and references, the number of authors, institutions and references.
This study identified the impact on journals and references as the most effective determinants of citation
counts of articles7,8.
However, fewer survey-based analyses on reasons of
citation found. Yue24,25 explored the effects of various external factors on journal citation impact by combining
SEM and empirical data from 41 research journals in
clinical neurology. The results revealed that accessibility
and internationality of the journal, and its perceived quality have large, medium, and small effects respectively on
journal citation impact. This study provided a perspective
at periodical level, bearing upon our empirical analysis
about various types of determinants of non-citation. Following this, eight major causes were revealed10 facilitating
easy citation of one’s papers through a questionnaire containing a series of subjective judgements: research hotspots and novel topics of content, longer intervals after
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publication, research topics similar to citers work, high
quality of content, reasonable self-citation, highlighted
title, prestigious authors, and academic tastes and interests similar to citers.

Structural equation modelling
SEM can be used to explore and verify multiple and interrelated causal relationships among different variables
including observed (measurement) and unobserved
(latent) variables through factor analysis, path analysis,
multiple correlation and regression analysis. Furthermore,
SEM can also measure errors in estimation and define a
concept model explaining an entire set of relationships
among variables26,27. In this paper, we present an SEM
constructed to explore and verify the mutual relations and
the relationship between uncitedness factor and various
related factors.
SEM involves latent and observed variables, and
reveals the relationships among these variables. Latent
variables are abstract and cannot be observed directly or
quantized, but they can be measured indirectly by
observed variables. In contrast, observed variables can be
measured or quantized by using the item rating scale in a
questionnaire28. Measurement and structural components
are two core components in SEM. The former comprises
measurement errors of observed variables, as well as
mutual relationships between observed variables and the
represented latent variable. The latter describes the relationships among latent variables.
Based on hypotheses on causal relationships among
latent variables, a sketch of SEM is shown in Figure 1. It
contains one structural component and four measurement
components. The structural component contains hypothetical relationships among latent variables.
In Figure 1, squares that contain  and y represent observed variables, while ellipses that contain  and  represent latent variables. The latent variable  and its
corresponding observed variables  are called exogenous
variables that only play an explanatory role or have a
one-way influence on other variables in the model.
Meanwhile, the latent variable  and its corresponding
observed variables y are called endogenous variables that

Figure 1.

Sketch map of the structural equation model.
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Table 1.
Latent variables

Latent variables and their observed variables

Abbr.

Observed variables

Academic status of journal

AS

Public praise of journal
Impact factor of journal
Member of SCI, EI, and Scopus Journals
Age of journal

Jvalue1
Jvalue2
Jvalue3
Jvalue4

Contents and topics of papers

CT

Novelty of paper topic
Quality of paper content
Interdisciplinarity of paper content

Topic1
Topic2
Topic3

Personal features of papers

PF

Number of authors
Length of paper
Native English-speaking authors
Number of references

Self1
Self2
Self3
Self4

Publicity and recommendation

PR

Recommendation by self-citation
Active recommendation of papers to peers
Recommendation by social media such as blogs and forums

Pub1
Pub2
Pub3

Academic reputation of journal’s sponsor
Popularity of first author or corresponding author
Funded by national foundation
Open and free access

Ncr1
Ncr2
Ncr3
Ncr4

Non-citation rate

NCR

not only have an influence on the other variables, but can
also be affected. Furthermore,  represents the error of
variables ;  represents the error of variables y; and 
represents residuals or disturbances that cannot be
explained by exogenous variables. In addition, x represents the mutual relations between the latent variable 
and its corresponding observed variables ; y represents
the mutual relations between latent variable  and its
corresponding observed variables y; and  represents the
mutual relations between exogenous variables  and endogenous variables .
The SEM as shown in Figure 1 contains the following
three matrix equations.

y   y   ,

(1)

     ,

(2)

  B     .

(3)

Here, y is a factor loading matrix consisting of a series
of yij that reflects the mutual relations between j and
its corresponding observed variables yi. Further, x is a
factor loading matrix assembling xij that reflects the
mutual relations between j and its corresponding observed variables i. Finally, B is the path coefficient that reflects the correlation degree among , and  is the path
coefficient that reflects the influencing degree of  on .

Methodology
Classification and definition of influencing factors
To examine the influence of all possible factors on noncitation of papers, we first collected all possible influenc2304

Abbr.

ing factors through surveying literature and consulting
experts, researchers and authors. We then classified these
factors into four main categories: ‘academic status of
journal’ (AS), ‘contents and topics of papers’ (CT), ‘personal features of papers’ (PF) and ‘publicity and recommendation’ (PR). These categories were combined with
‘non-citation rate’ (NCR) to make up a total of five latent
variables. Where NCR is a core endogenously latent variable, that is reflected by the four other one-order exogenously latent variables. Each latent variable contained at
least three sub-items (these are also referred to as the latent
variable’s observed variables). The five latent variables and
their observed variables are shown in Table 1.

Hypotheses of influencing relations among
variables
To verify the influencing relations and degrees of the four
exogenously latent variables on the endogenously latent
variable NCR, four basic hypotheses were defined as
follows.
H1. The ‘academic status of journal’ (AS) and its four
sub-indicators have significant influence on ‘non-citation
rate’ (NCR). The improvement of AS can lower NCR, i.e.
percentage of uncited papers in this journal.
H2. The ‘contents and topics of papers’ (CT) and its
three sub-indicators have significant influence on NCR.
The novelty, quality, and interdisciplinarity of papers’
contents and topics are reflective of CT. Papers involving
more novel topics and high-quality, interdisciplinary
work in journals may receive more chances to get cited
over an extended period of time.
H3. The ‘personal features of papers’ (PF) and its four
sub-indicators have significant influence on NCR. Stern29
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 114, NO. 11, 10 JUNE 2018
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Figure 2.

The initial sketch map of structural equation model.

suggested that such personal features as number of
authors, words of a title, and keywords and references
had some influence on whether a paper is cited or not,
and found that the influence of the number of references
was far higher than other personal features. However,
there still needs a new method to explore the influence of
other sub-indicators on NCR, as well as to verify existing
findings.
H4. The ‘publicity and recommendation’ (PR) methods
and its three sub-indicators have significant influence on
NCR. Evans and Reimer30 have even found that free
internet access can widen the circle of those who read and
make use of scientists’ studies, and can increase the
citations of an article by 8%. Another empirical study
found that free access can only increase the download
counts of articles, but does not appear to increase
instances of citation31. However, regarding the influence
of other PR methods on NCR, we have not yet discovered
related studies.

Construction of SEM
Based on the aforementioned hypotheses on the influencing relations among four exogenously latent variables
(AS, CT, PF and PR) and the core endogenously latent
variable (NCR), we constructed an initial sketch map of
SEM using the AMOS (Analysis of Moment Structures)
software, as shown in Figure 2.
NCR represents the dependent endogenous variable,
while the abbreviated AS, CT, PF and PR are the four resCURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 114, NO. 11, 10 JUNE 2018

pective types of influencing variables or independent
exogenous variables of NCR. The abbreviated Jvalue1–
Jvalue4, Self1–Self4, Topic1–Topic3, Pub1–Pub3 and
Ncr1–Ncr4 respectively represent observed variables of
AS, CT, PF, PR and NCR. The symbols e1–e19 respectively represent the error term of each variable. The symbols W1–W13 respectively represent the regression
weight of paths among variables, and the number 1 is the
initial default value of the regression weight of some
paths.

Collection of sample data
To verify the initially developed SEM, we designed a
Likert scale questionnaire that reflects the influencing
degree or correlation degree of five kinds of observed
variables on latent variables as shown in Table 1 and Figure 2. We rated the correlation degree (or called influencing degree) of eighteen observed variables along a fivepoint scale (1 = negative correlation, 2 = non-correlation,
3 = weak correlation, 4 = general correlation, and
5 = strong correlation). The actual survey questions in
Likert scale questionnaire form the concrete correlation
degree at five-point scale for each observed variable on
its latent variable. We placed the Likert scale questionnaire on the biggest Chinese academic website–sciencenet
(http://www.sciencenet.cn/english/) on 1 November 2014
for 6 months, then randomly attracted and invited Chinese
researchers to answer problems in questionnaire that will
not be listed here one by one. As a result, 240 valid
2305
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Distribution of degrees and professional titles from 198 participants

Table 2.
Degrees

Percentage

Bachelor
Master
Ph D
Postdoctoral

6.06
42.93
42.93
7.07

Table 3.
Research
output

Assistant lecturer or lecturer
Senior lecturer
Associate professor or professor
No title

66
38
41
52

Percentage
33.50
19.29
20.81
26.40

Table 4. Distribution of research history from 198 participants
(defined as the years since they published their first paper)
History
5 years
6–10 years

Percentage

History

Percentage

38
39

11–15 years
16 years

12
11

Table 5.
Categories
AS
CT
PF
PR
NCR
Total

Reliability test results

Number of observed variables
4
3
4
3
4
18

Cronbach’s alpha
0.818
0.842
0.758
0.859
0.645
0.88

questionnaires were obtained after deleting the duplicated
questionnaires by checking respondents’ IP addresses,
names, and contact information, and the rate of valid
questionnaires was 87.59%. There were 198 questionnaires answered by respondents who were aware of the
citation situation of their papers. After eliminating 16
questionnaires that failed to capture significant data, the
remaining 182 questionnaires were coded as sample data.
182 questionnaires is sufficient for our survey-based
analysis that meets the requirement of at least 100 questionnaires and at least 5 times the number of variables
recommended in earlier studies32–34.
The distributions of degrees and professional titles,
research output and major domains, as well as research
history from 198 participants are shown in Tables 2–4
respectively.
From Table 2, we see that among the 198 participants
who answered the questionnaire, most have masters or
Ph D degree, as well as the titles of senior lecturer or pro2306

Percentage
11.62
35.86
29.29
23.23

Distribution of research output and major domains from 198 participants

Number of
participants

5 papers
6–10 papers
11–15 papers
16 papers

Titles

Major domain
Management
Engineering and technology
Biology
Medicine
Chemistry

Percentage
57.58
11.11
6.06
5.56
5.56

fessor. A total of 170 participants hold masters or Ph D
degrees (85.86%), 70 (35.86%) as senior lecturer and 58
(29.29%) as associate professor or professor.
As shown in Table 3, among the 198 participants who
answered the questionnaire, 40.1% have published
between six and fifteen papers, 26.40% have  sixteen
papers, while the other 33.50% of the participants have
 five papers. Table 3 also shows the distribution of main
domains from 198 participants, with 114 (57.58%) participants from management and 22 (11.11%) participants
from engineering and technology expressing their views
on various reasons of non-citation. In comparison, there
are only 12 (6.06%), 11(5.56%) and 11(5.56%) participants who are respectively from biology, medicine and
chemistry domain.
Table 4 shows that 38% of participants have engaged
in research for less or equal to five years since publication of their first academic paper, and 39% have research
history for 6 to 10 years, 12% have devoted themselves to
research for 11 to 15 years, and 11% have longer research
history of more than 16 years.

Reliability test
Before verifying the initial developed SEM, the Cronbach’s  test method35,36 was used to examine the reliability and internal consistency of five kinds of observed
variables by the statistical tool referred to as the Statistical
Package for Social Sciences (SPSS）in combination with
data collected through the survey. Moreover, we also utilized Kruskal–Wallis (KW) method37 to test the significant difference of coincident attitudes of respondents
from different groups to determinants of non-citation.
There is no significant difference if the significance value
(Sig) is 0.05, while there is significant difference if the
significance value is <0.05.
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 114, NO. 11, 10 JUNE 2018
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Table 6.

Significant difference of coincident attitudes from different groups of respondents

Group variables
Different disciplines
Different number of papers
Different education levels
Different research history
Different titles

Determinants

Number of no significance
variables with sig > 0.05

Number of significance
variables with sig < 0.05

18
18
18
18
18

17
17
15
18
18

1
1
3
0
0

The test results are shown in Tables 5 and 6. The testing results in Table 5 show that the Cronbach’s  values
for each type of observed variable vary from 0.645 to
0.859, with 0.88 as the total alpha value. Studies by Nunnally38 and Cortina39 show that the Cronbach’s  value
exceeding 0.7 represents a high reliability and internal
consistency. Therefore, it can be concluded that our sample is reliable and five kinds of observed variables are
basically reliable for verifying the SEM.
Table 6 shows the significant difference of coincident
attitudes to 18 determinants of non-citation from different
groups of respondents. The test results show that 198 respondents from different disciplines, education levels,
research history, academic titles, and with different number of papers all express identical or quite similar views
with no significant difference to most determinants of
non-citation.

Results
Descriptive statistical analysis
Based on the sample data collected, we conducted a
descriptive statistical analysis of standard deviations and
means of sample data on influencing degrees of each type
of factor (or observed variables) on NCR, as shown in
Table 7. We also conducted a descriptive statistical analysis of the percentages of assentors (who support or agree
with statements in the questionnaire) on the different
influencing degree of each factor, as shown in Table 8.
Table 7 shows that the standard deviations of sample
data on influencing degrees for each type of factors are
between 0.954 and 1.193, with smaller values accounting
for a smaller deviation degree. While the standard deviation for data on Ncr2 is the biggest, the smallest deviation
value is for Pub1. This indicates that attitudes of respondents regarding influencing degrees of Ncr2 on NCR
show a bigger fluctuation. On the contrary, there is a
smaller fluctuation for the attitudes of Pub1. Table 7 also
shows that the means of sample data on influencing
degrees for each type of factor are between 2.45 and 4.54.
Finally, the smallest overall mean is 2.45 for Self1, and
the biggest overall mean is 4.54 for Jvalue1. Thus, the
influence degree of Self1 on NCR is far lower than that
of Jvalue1.
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 114, NO. 11, 10 JUNE 2018

Table 8 shows that most of the respondents consider
Pub1, Self2 and Self1 as three factors with lower influence degree values of 1 and 2 on NCR, where accumulated percentages of assentors reach 36.20, 42.30 and
54.90 respectively. Secondly, there are 70.9%, 71.5%,
80.7%, 81.3%, 82.4%, 86.8%, 89% and 90.6% of respondents who respectively, consider Ncr1, Ncr2, Topic1,
Topic3, Jvalue3, Jvalue2, Jvalue1 and Topic2 as eight
factors with higher influence degree values of 4 and 5 on
NCR. Thirdly, among four influencing factors belonging
to AS category, the largest percentage of respondents
(79.1%) considered Jvalue1 as the factor with the highest
influence degree values of 5 on NCR. Among three influencing factors belonging to CT category, the largest percentage of respondents (73.6%) considered Topic2 as the
factor with highest influence degree values of 5 on NCR.
Fourthly, among four influencing factors belonging to NCR
category, the largest percentage of respondents (39.60%)
considered Ncr1 as the factor with the highest influence
degree values of 5 on NCR. Furthermore, majority of respondents (90%) did not consider the four factors belonging to PF category and the three factors belonging to PR
category to be the biggest influencing factors on NCR.

SEM analysis of influencing factors on NCR
Based on the sample data obtained with high reliability,
we first executed an initial fitting analysis to SEM (Figure 2) by utilizing the AMOS software platform. The
maximum likelihood estimation method and the standardized path coefficient (also called loading coefficient)
were used. The results indicated that skewness and kurtosis reflecting the normality of eighteen variables in the
model were all under the guidelines of less than 3 and 10
respectively, as recommended by Keline27. The skewness
for 67% variables and kurtosis for 78% variables were <1
approaching the optimal value of zero, and the skewness
between 1.278 and 2.399, while the kurtosis is between
1.699 and 5.03 for the remainder. Furthermore, some paths
with higher modification indices were modified through
constructing the co-variation relations among them. The
modified model and fit results are shown in Figure 3.
Path coefficients among variables. Critical ratio (CR) is
the ratio of estimated value and its standard deviation of
2307
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Table 7.

Standard deviation and mean of sample data of influencing factors (or observed variables)

Categories of
influencing factors

Influencing factors (or observed variables)

Std. deviation

Mean

AS

Public praise of journal (Jvalue1)
Impact factor of journal (Jvalue2)
Member of SCI, EI, and Scopus Journals (Jvalue3)
age of journal (Jvalue4)

1.040
1.062
1.116
1.183

4.54
4.34
4.25
3.51

CT

Novelty of paper topic (Topic1)
Quality of paper content (Topic2)
Interdisciplinarity of paper content (Topic3)

1.133
0.965
1.072

4.12
4.52
4.13

PF

Number of authors (Self1)
Length of paper (Self2)
Native English-speaking authors (Self3)
Number of references (Self4)

1.101
0.964
1.015
1.001

2.45
2.71
2.98
2.83

PR

Recommendation by self-citation (Pub1)
Active recommendation of papers to peers (Pub2)
Recommendation by social media (Pub3)

0.954
1.025
1.051

2.73
3.07
3.17

NCR

Academic reputation of journal’s sponsor (Ncr1)
Popularity of first author or corresponding author (Ncr2)
Funded by national foundation （NCR3）
Open and free access （Ncr4）

1.115
1.193
1.092
1.186

3.93
3.87
3.08
3.45

Table 8.

Percentages of assentors on varying degrees of influencing factors
Influencing degrees and their respective percentage

Influencing
factors

1

2

3

AS

Jvalue1
Jvalue2
Jvalue3
Jvalue4

4.40
4.40
5.50
4.90

2.20
1.60
2.70
13.70

4.40
7.10
9.30
28.60

9.90
24.20
23.60
26.40

79.10
62.60
58.80
26.40

CT

Topic1
Topic2
Topic3

4.40
3.30
3.30

6
2.20
4.40

8.80
3.80
11

29.10
17
32.40

51.60
73.60
48.90

PF

Self1
Self2
Self3
Self4

21.40
9.90
8.20
8.20

33.50
32.40
17.60
17.60

29.70
37.90
45.10
45.10

8.20
16.50
22
22

7.10
3.30
7.10
7.10

PR

Pub1
Pub2
Pub3

11.50
6.60
7.10

24.70
21.40
17.60

44
33.50
32.40

16.50
31.90
34.10

3.30
6.60
8.80

NCR

Ncr1
Ncr2
Ncr3
Ncr4

4.40
6
8
7

4.90
8.20
23
13

19.80
14.30
34
31

31.30
34.10
26
26

39.60
37.40
10
23

Categories

parameters Wi. CR and its corresponding probability p are
major criteria testing the significance of path coefficients.
If P < 0.01, the path coefficient among each pair of
variables shows an extremely significant difference.
As shown in Figure 3, our model achieved a good fit as
the aforementioned hypothesized causal relationships
were replaced by correlations and path coefficients
reflecting the degrees of correlation. The estimated parameters reflecting the model performance show that the
other path coefficients are all extremely significant at
2308

4

5

P < 0.01 except for the two path coefficients between CT
and NCR, and between PR and NCR. The  2, degrees of
freedom and probability levels are 261.072, 119 and
0.000 respectively, indicating that an extremely significant model at P < 0.01 is obtained. Further, the goodnessof-fit indices also obtain better values. As an illustration,
the comparative fit index (CFI) and normed fit index
(NFI) respectively reach 0.923 and 0.869, approaching the
level of the optimal value of 1. The root mean square error
of approximation (RMSEA) of model shows a small value
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 114, NO. 11, 10 JUNE 2018
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Figure 3.

Fit results of the modified structural equation model.

of 0.078, which is close to an optimal standard value of
zero40.
Analysis results of direct effects among variables: The
path coefficients among different variables are equal to
values of direct effects among them. As shown in Figure 3,
AS has an extremely significant influence on NCR of
papers. The path coefficient between AS and NCR reaches
0.83, which means that NCR will drop 0.83 units, when
AS increases by one unit. Among four measured
variables of AS, Jvalue1 is the most significant observed
variable as the path coefficient reaches 0.88, which
means that AS will improve by 0.88 units when the
Jvalue1 increases by one unit. In contrast, Jvalue4 is the
weakest observed variable of AS with a path coefficient
of 0.46.
Results also revealed that PF has significant influence
on NCR. The path coefficient among these two variables
is 0.43, which means that NCR will drop by 0.43 units
when PF improves by one unit. Among the four measured
variables of PF, Self4 reflects PF most accurately as the
path coefficient reaches 0.79.
However, CT and PR do not have a significant influence on NCR of papers. The path coefficients among
them are only 0.13 and 0.08 respectively, which means
that NCR will drop by only 0.13 and 0.08 units when CT
and PR improve by one unit respectively. Further, among
the three observed variables of CT, Topic2 is the most
significantly influential variable with a 0.91 path coefficient, while among the three observed variables of PR,
Pub2 has the biggest influence on improvement of PR as
the path coefficient reaches 0.94.
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 114, NO. 11, 10 JUNE 2018

Also, among the four observed variables of NCR, Ncr1
is the most significantly influential variable with a path
coefficient of 0.62, while Ncr3 is the weakest influencing
variable of NCR with a path coefficient of 0.25.
Mutual relations among four exogenously latent variables:
As shown in Figure 3, the relation between CT and AS is
most significant as their path coefficient reaches 0.82.
Following that, the weaker relations are shown between
PF and PR, and between CT and PR, as well as between
AS and PR, with their correlation coefficients being 0.33,
0.3 and 0.26 respectively. Finally, the correlations between PF and CT, and between PF and AS are least significant with the smallest path coefficients at 0.06 and 0.1
respectively.
Analysis results of indirect effects among variables: The
path coefficient can only reflect the direct effect of
mutual influence among different variables, but cannot
reflect the indirect effect among variables. Indirect effect
refers to the causal variable as having an indirect influence on the independent variable by one or more intervening variables. When there is only one intervening
variable, the value of indirect effect among two variables
is equal to the result of multiplying the path coefficient
between one variable and an intervening variable with the
path coefficient between another variable and the intervening variable. Based on the values of direct effects
among variables (Figure 3), we determined the values of
indirect effect between the endogenous latent variable
(NCR) and fourteen observed variables of AS, PF, CT
and PR, as shown in Table 9.
2309
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Table 9.

Values of indirect effects between NCR and fourteen
observed variables

Observed
variables
Jvalue1
Jvalue2
Jvalue3
Jvalue4
Pub1
Pub2
Pub3

Indirect
effects

Observed
variables

Indirect
effects

0.73
0.71
0.65
0.38
0.05
0.08
0.07

Self1
Self2
Self3
Self4
Topic1
Topic2
Topic3

0.27
0.22
0.23
0.34
0.10
0.12
0.10

Table 9 shows conclusions similar to those shown in
Figure 3. The three observed variables respectively
named Jvalue1–Jvalue3 have larger indirect effects on
NCR. Their values of indirect effect are 0.73, 0.71 and
0.65 respectively, indicating that NCR will drop by 0.73,
0.71 and 0.65 units respectively, when the three observed
variables improve by one unit. This survey-based finding
on the decreasing relationship of 0.71 between impact
factor (Jvalue2) and NCR is similar to conclusions
obtained in various earlier studies12–16,41.
On the other hand, the six observed variables of PR
(Pub1–Pub3) and CT (Topic1–Topic3) show smaller values 0.12 of indirect effect on the NCR. Of these, the
quality of paper content (Topic2) has a relatively larger
value of 0.12 for indirect effect on the NCR. Further,
among the four observed variables of PF (Self1–Self4),
Self4 has a larger value of 0.34 for indirect effect on
NCR, and this finding is similar to conclusions obtained
by Stern29 and Webster et al.42 who also found the influence of number of references on NCR to be far higher
than other personal features.
Finally, we also figured out the values of indirect
effects between NCR and three exogenously latent
variables PF, CT and PR through the intervening variable
AS, and their values are 0.083, 0.681 and 0.216 respectively, highlighting the fact that CT and PR have larger
indirect influence on NCR through AS, although they are
shown to have the smallest direct influence on NCR.

Conclusion
Although some scholars have analysed the determinants
of non-citation through bibliometric analysis, very few
empirical studies can comprehensively show and discuss
all types of influencing factors and their respective
influencing degree on NCR using survey-based SEM
methods. In this paper, we designed a Likert scale questionnaire and performed SEM analysis on mutual relations and correlation degrees between NCR and its
various influencing factors in combination with data collected through the questionnaire. Through this process,
we suggest the following conclusions.
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(i) Our Likert scale questionnaire has shown a positive effective rate and high reliability. The rate of valid
questionnaires reaches 87.59%. The Cronbach’s  values
reflecting the reliability of data on each influencing factor
vary from 0.645 to 0.859, and the total  value is 0.88,
representing high reliability and internal consistency.
(ii) Our SEM shows positive performance of fit. In the
model as shown in Figure 3, all performance indicators of
model approach the optimal values. The  2, degrees of
freedom and probability level reveal that the model
reaches an extremely significant level at P < 0.01, and
most of path coefficients are also extremely significant at
P < 0.01, except for the two insignificant path coefficients (P > 0.05). Furthermore, the goodness-of-fit indices
including CFI and NFI also obtain the approximately
ideal values approaching the level of 1. And RMSEA is
also close to an optimal standard value of zero.
(iii) The results reveal that the AS and the CT are two
extremely significant determinants of NCR. Among five
latent variables, the AS has the most significant influence
on NCR of papers. The path coefficient among them is
0.83. However, CT and PR do not have significant direct
influence on NCR of papers with very small path coefficients, viz. 0.13 and 0.08, contrary to our hypotheses.
Interestingly, the CT is of more significant indirect influence on NCR through the intervening variable – AS. So,
it should not be strange that there is the most significant
relation between AS and CT with a path coefficient of
0.82. Further, our survey-based analysis result about the
decreasing perceived relationship between impact factor
(Jvalue2) and NCR (0.71) was also found through bibliometric analysis7,8,12–17,19,41.
(iv) Among 18 measured variables, ‘public praise of
journal’ (Jvalue1), ‘number of references’ (Self4), ‘quality of paper content’ (Topic2), ‘active recommendation
of papers to peers’ (Pub2) and ‘academic reputation of
journal’s sponsor’ (Ncr1) are the most significant
observed variables respectively for the latent variables
AS, PF, CT and PR and NCR, while ‘age of journal’
(Jvalue4), ‘length of paper’ (Self2), ‘novelty of paper
topic’ (Topic1), ‘recommendation by self-citation’ (Pub1)
and ‘funded by national foundation’（NCR3）are the
weakest observed variables respectively for the latent
variables AS, PF, CT, PR an NCR.
(v) Three observed variables of AS, viz. ‘public
praise of journal’ (Jvalue1), ‘impact factor of journal’
‘(Jvalue2)’, ‘member of SCI, EI, and Scopus Journals’
‘(Jvalue3)’ have the highest values of indirect effect at
more than 0.64 on the NCR. Further, all measured variables of PR and CT show the lowest values of indirect
effect, with less than or equal to 0.12 for path coefficients.
Some insights can be drawn from our empirical study.
First, to reduce NCR and improve the academic influence
of scholars, journals, and research organizations, papers
are better published in journals that receive good public
praise, have high impact factors, and are indexed by
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 114, NO. 11, 10 JUNE 2018
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prominent academic databases. This also happens to be a
common behaviour of most scholars. However, it does
not mean that papers issued by journals with a low academic status (AS) are all of a low quality. Another result
about strongest correlation between AS and CT also indicates that for improving the AS of journals, written and
published papers should involve original topics and highquality, interdisciplinary content of CT. The highest indirect influence of CT on NCR also indicates that we cannot ignore the importance and role of CT on lowering
NCR of papers. In addition, the impact and promotion of
journals should also be enhanced by encouraging journals’ sponsors to try their best to promote the public’s
awareness and recognition of their journals. The editorial
offices of journals and researchers may publicize and
recommend their studies to peers or the wider academic
audience through such outlets as email, academic forums
and conferences, and open source academic websites and
blogs. Accordingly, the important influence of the four
PF factors on NCR warn us that bibliometric features of
papers should be kept in a standard and normalized
format.
The SEM method based on a Likert scale questionnaire
is an intuitive and effective approach to analyse the
mutual relations between non-citation and the various
factors contributing to causes of non-citation. However, it
must be recognized that the sample data from this study’s
questionnaire may be influenced by some subjective
biases from respondents and the difference in the group’s
subject fields, education levels, research history and
level, academic titles and rate of non-citation. Although,
we have proved through the Kruskal–Wallis (KW)
method that different groups of respondents from our current sample data have no significant difference in the coincident attitudes to 18 determinants of non-citation, we
cannot guarantee that there will be no significant difference when larger and more individualized samples from
different groups of respondents, subject fields and nations
are involved.
Therefore, in future, we shall attempt to design a more
comprehensive questionnaire focusing on microcosmic
and individualized objects and questions to explore the
reasons leading to non-citation and low-citation through
investigating more varied groups on a global level.
Accordingly, we shall also try to design a panel data
model and combine the objective statistics data to analyse
all types of influencing factors of NCR, and conduct a
comparative analysis on the results by using two types of
models and sample data.
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